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8. On Measurable Functions. II

By Masahiro TAKAHASHI
Institute of Mathematics, College of General Education, Osaka University

(Comm. by Kinjir5 KUNUGI, M. . A., Jan. 12, 1973)

In this part of the paper, some relations between the sets ( and
stated in the introduction in Part I will be discussed.

3. The set of all measurable functions. Assumption 3.1. M
is a non-empty set and is a ring of subsets of M.

For a topological additive group K, throughout this section we
shall use the following notations"

1) Let G=J=(0} be the topological additive group consisting of
only one element and define the product of 0 e G and k e K by 0. k--0
e J. Then the system (M, G, K, J) becomes an integral system and this
integral system is denoted by A(K). 1)

2) (K) is the total functional group of A(K).
Then (q, (K),J) is an abstract integral structure.
3) _(K) is the integral closure of K in (K).
4) 0(K) is the subgroup of (K) generated by K.
Then (K) is the (K)-completion of the closure of 0(K) in (K).
5) CV(K) is the system of neighbourhoods of 0 e K and V-(f If

e (K), f(M) V} for each V C(K).
Then {IIV e C(K)} is a base of the system of neighbourhoods of

0 e (K).
Now we can state a property of _(K) corresponding to Theorem

2.1 in [1].
Theorem 3.1. Let K,, i-1,2, ...,n, be topological additive

groups. Let D be a subspace of the product space I-[ \ K and 9 a
uniformly continuous map of D into a topological additive group K.
Then, for f e (K), i= 1, 2, ., n, such that (f(x), ., f(x)) e D for
each x e M, and for the map f of M into K defined by f(x)=(f(x),
.., f(x)) for each x e M, it holds that f e (K).

Proof. Let X be an element of 3. It suffices to show that
Xf e o(K) or equivalently that (Xf+V) F0(K):/: or any V e CV(K).
The uniform continuity of implies the existence of V e c(?(K),
i= 1, 2, ., n, satisfying the condition: (x, ., x)-(y, ., y) e V

1) The topological additive groups G and J play no essential role here. These
groups are introduced only for the sake of the definitions of (K), _(K), etc.
Therefore, G and J may be replaced by any other groups such that (M, G, K, J)
becomes an integral system.
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for elements (x, ...,x) and (y, ..., y) o D such that x--y e V,
i--1,2, ...,n. We have UeC(K) such that U-UV or each i.
Since f e (K), we have g e (Xf+) o(K) and we can write g=Xa’ for some a e K and X e 2 such that XX; 0 (] ]’).
Put X-XX or ]1 and Xo=X+:X. Then, for each i, put-
ting ao--O e K we have 1) a e K and X e for each ]--0, 1, ., m,
2) XX,-O (]]’) 3) X-=oX, and 4) Xg=X=Xa

’ Put {0[0- (]1 ]n) 0< ]i <m for=Xa =0Xa.
each i, X,X=,...X,.O} and for each 0-(], ...,],)e8 put Xo
=X,Xm...X.. Let xo be a fixed element of Xo or each 0 e 8. Then
putting g--eeoXof(xo) we have an element g of 0(K).

Now it is sufficient to prove that g e Xf+ V or that g(x)-(Xf)(x)
e V or each x e M. Since g(x)-(Xf)(x)-O for x e X, we may assume

mithat x e X. For each i, x e X==0Xe implies the existence o ke
(0kgm) such that x e Xe. Put 2-(k, ., kn). Then x e X,. Xn.
implies 2 e 0. Since (],, ..., ])(], ., j:) implies (X,...Xn.)(Xi
..X,)--0, it ollows that g(xa)--f(xa). The relations g, e Xf+U

and x, xa e X imply that g(x)--f(x)-- g(x) --(Xf)(x) e U and g(xa)
--fe(xa) e U. Further x, xa e Xa implies g(xa)--ga(x). Hence we have

f(xa)--f(x)--{g(x)--f(x)}--{g(xa)--f(xa)}+{g(xa)--g(x)} e U-U+ 0

V. Thus the definition of V implies that f(xa)--f(x)--(f(xa),
’’,fn(Xa))--(f,(x), "’’,f(x)) e V. Since g(x)-f(xa) and since x e X,

we have g(x)--(Xf)(x)-f(xa)--f(x)e V and this proves the theorem.
Let us consider a fixed topological additive group K and discuss

the relation between the group (K) and the set of all measurable
maps of M into K.

Assumption 3.2. K is a topological additive group.
Let us denote A(K), (K), (K), o(K), and (K) by A, , , 0, and, respectively. Further let us denote by the set of all measurable

maps of M into K.
The following lemma is easily verified"
Lemma 3.1. For any X e , f e , and for any subset E of K, it

holds that

f-(E) X (0 E)
(Xf)-*(E)-

(f-(E) U X (0 e E).
Then we can state an elementary property of :
Proposition 3.1. It holds that
1) If Xe and f e, then Xf e.
2) If f e and if Xf e for any X e , then f e .
Proof. To prove 1), let 0 be an open set in K and Y an element

of . For the case 0 e 0 we have (Xf)-*(O) Y-(f-(O) X) Y
=f-*(O) (XY) e , and or the case 0 e O we have (Xf)-(O) Y
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=(f-l(O) U Xc) Y--(f-(O) Y) (Y--X) e 3. Thus 1) is proved.
For an open set 0 in K nd for an element X in 3 we have f-(O)X
=(Xf)-(O)X e and this implies 2).

Corollary. If a( is a subgroup of , then ( is a -complete
subgroup of .

Put 0-{flf e and f(M) is totally bounded} and --{flf e
and f(X) is totally bounded for any X e }. Then we have

Lemma 3.2. _@ is an -invariant closed subgroup of and

_
is

the -completion of o.
Proof. It is easily seen that 0 is an -invariant subgroup of .

To prove that .@ is closed, let f be an element of -0 and V an element
of c. Then we have U e c(? such that 2Uc V. Since f e -0 we have
g e 0 such that (f--g)(M) U and g e 0 implies the existence of
a,...,aeK such that g(M)\(a,+U). Then or any xeM
we have f(x)-{f(x)--g(x)}/g(x) e U+\ (a/U)= (a/2U)
,\ (a+ V). Thus we have f e 0 and this implies that -0 is closed.

That _q is the -completion o _@ is easily verified.
Corollary. _q) is an i-closed subgroup of .
Proof. This ollows rom Proposition 3.17 in [2].
Now we have
Theorem 3.2. It holds that KU_oq(f_c_G...
Proof. The first inclusion is easily verified and the last one fol-

lows rom Corollary to Lemma 3.2 and the act that ?0c.. The
second inclusion ollows immediately rom the ollowing lemma.

Lemma 3.3. Let be the set of all f e satisfying the condition"
for any V e cV and X , there exists Ux e cV such that for any x e X

-1it holds that f (f(x)+Ex) X e for some subset E of K satisfying
UxcEc V. Then we have

) J.
2) j_?.
Proof. 1) Let f be an element o q(. For any V e c(? and X e G

we have an open set 0 in K such that 0eOcV. Further we have
U e cl? such that UcO. Put Ux-U and for each x e X put E--O.
Then we have UzcEcV and f-(f(x)+E)Xe. This implies
f e ft. 2) Let f be an element of cg -q. Then it suffices to show
that Xfeg?o or any Xe. For given VeC? we are to show the
existence o g e ?0 such that (Xf)(x)--g(x)e V or any x e M. Since
f e we have Ux e c; satisfying the condition" or any x e X there
exists a subsetE o K such that UxcEc V and f-(f(x)+EDX e .
Since f e we have x,...,x e X such that f(X)cJ\x(f(x)+Ux).

-1Putting Y-f (f(x) +E) X we have Y e G, i- 1, 2, ., n. For
any x e X there exists kgn such that f(x) e f(x)+UxCf(x)/E and
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this implies that x e Y. Thus we have [_)\ Y--X. Let us define X
inductively by X Y ---j=IYj, i--l,2,...,n. Then we have X
such that XY or i=1,2,..., n, and it follows that XX--O (]=/=k)
and X--,\ X. Thus putting g-,\ Xf(x) we have g e #0. Let
us prove that (Xf)(x) g(x) e V for each x e M. Since (Xf)(x)-O-g(x)
for xeX, we may assume that xeX. Then xeX for some l=<n,
and it follows rom XY that x e Y. Hence we have f(x)e f(x)
+Ef(x)+V and this implies that (Xf)(x)--g(x)--f(x)--f(x)e V.
Thus the lemma is proved.

Assumption 3.3. is a pseudo-a-ring and K satisfies the first
condition of countability.

Under the bove assumption, Theorem 2.2 in [1] implies
Theorem 3.3. Let f, i--1, 2, ..., be elements of ( and suppose

that f converges pointwise to an element f of . Then f is an ele-
ment of

Corollary 1. ( is closed in .
Proof. Let f be an element of (. Assumption 3.3 implies that

stisfies the first condition of countability. Thus we have f e
i-- 1, 2, ., such that ff (ic) in . Since f converges point-
wise to f, the theorem implies f e

Corollary 2. If K is completely separable, then ( is an i-closed
subgroup of .

Proof. This ollows from the above corollary, Corollary 2 to
Theorem 2.1 in [1], and Corollary to Proposition 3.1.

Corollary 3. It holds that q(.=(.
Proof. Let f be n element o . Then, or any X e q, we have

Xf e 0c=q(. Hence Proposition 3.1 implies f e .q(. Thus we
have ?c,q(. Hence our corollary ollows rom Theorem 3.2.
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